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BiTreeCS

– BiTreeCS(node: shared_ptr<AcsNode<T>>)
+ BiTreeCS( )
+ clear( )
+ contains(data: T const &) const: bool
– copyRoot(rhs: BiTreeCS<T> const &):
        shared_ptr<AcsNode<T>>
+ equals(rhs: BiTreeCS<T> const &) const: bool
– equalsHelper(data: T const &,
        left: BiTreeCS<T> const &,
        right: BiTreeCS<T> const &) const: bool
+ height( ) const: int
+ inOrder(os: ostream &) const
+ insertRoot(data: T const &)
+ isEmpty( ) const: bool
+ left( ): shared_ptr<BiTreeCS<T>>
+ left( ) const: shared_ptr<BiTreeCS<T>>
+ max( ) const: T const &
+ numLeaves( ) const: int
+ numNodes( ) const: int
+ operator=(rhs: BiTreeCS<T> const &):
        BiTreeCS &
+ postOrder(os: ostream &) const
+ preOrder(os: ostream &) const
+ remLeaves( )
+ remRoot( ): T
+ right( ): shared_ptr<BiTreeCS<T>>
+ right( ) const: shared_ptr<BiTreeCS<T>>
+ root( ): T &
+ root( ) const: T const &
+ setLeftSubTree(tree: 
        shared_ptr<BiTreeCS<T>>)
+ setRightSubTree(tree: 
        shared_ptr<BiTreeCS<T>>)
+ toStream(os: ostream &) const
– toStreamHelper(prRight: string, prRoot: string
        prLeft: string, os: ostream &) const

T

– _root: shared_ptr<AcsNode<T>>

NEcsNode
– _left: shared_ptr<BiTreeCS<T>>
– _data: T
– _right: shared_ptr<BiTreeCS<T>>

– NEcsNode(data: T const &)
– NEcsNode(leftNode: shared_ptr<AcsNode<T>>, data: T,
        rightNode: shared_ptr<AcsNode<T>>)
– NEcsNode(rhs: shared_ptr<const NEcsNode<T>>)

T

AcsNode
+ clear(owner: BiTreeCS<T> &)
+ contains(data: T const &) const: bool
– copyRoot( ): shared_ptr<AcsNode<T>>
+ equals(rhs: BiTreeCS<T> const &) const: bool
+ equalsHelper(data: T const &,
        left: BiTreeCS<T> const &,
        right: BiTreeCS<T> const &) const: bool
+ height( ) const: int
+ inOrder(os: ostream &) const
+ insertRoot(owner: BiTreeCS<T> &,
        data: T const &)
+ isEmpty( ) const: bool
+ left( ): shared_ptr<BiTreeCS<T>>
+ max( ) const: T const &
+ numLeaves( ) const: int
+ numNodes( ) const: int
+ postOrder(os: ostream &) const
+ preOrder(os: ostream &) const
+ remLeaves(owner: BiTreeCS<T> &)
+ remRoot(owner: BiTreeCS<T> &): T
+ right( ): shared_ptr<BiTreeCS<T>>
+ right( ) const: shared_ptr<BiTreeCS<T>>
+ root( ): T &
+ root( ) const: T const &
+ setLeftSubTree(owner: BiTreeCS<T> &,
        newLeft: shared_ptr<BiTreeCS<T>>)
+ setRightSubTree(owner: BiTreeCS<T> &,
        newRight: shared_ptr<BiTreeCS<T>>)
+ toStream(os: ostream &) const
 toStreamHelper(prRight: string, prRootpr: string
        Left: string, os: ostream &) const

T

MTcsNode
– MTcsNode( )

T

Figure 8.24 The UML class diagram for the BiTreeCS data structure. It combines
the Composite and the State OO design patterns.
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Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.
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The dp4ds Composite State binary tree
Figure 8.24 is theUML class diagram for theBiTreeCS data structure. AswithBiTreeL,
BiTreeCS has a _root, which in both data structures is a pointer to a node.

template<class T> class BiTreeCS {
private:

shared_ptr<AcsNode<T>> _root;

Unlike BiTreeL, however, _root in the BiTreeCS data structure is a pointer to ab-
stract node AcsNode defined as follows.

template<class T> class AcsNode {

The abstract node has no attributes and is the superclass for two subclasses. The empty
node MTcsNode inherits from AcsNode as follows

class MTcsNode : public AcsNode<T> {

and has no attributes. The nonempty node NEcsNode inherits from AcsNode as follows

template<class T> class NEcsNode : public AcsNode<T> {
private:

shared_ptr<BiTreeCS<T>> _left;
T _data;
shared_ptr<BiTreeCS<T>> _right;

with three attributes _left, _data, and _right. The UML diagram shows class
composition where a BiTreeCS has a AcsNode, inheritance where a MTcsNode is a
AcsNode, inheritance where a NEcsNode is a AcsNode, and class composition where
a NEcsNode has a BiTreeCS.
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myTree._root

*myTree._root

myTree._root->_right
myTree._root->_datamyTree

(b) An abbreviated rendering.(a) A detailed rendering of a binary tree and a node.

myTree._root->_left

Figure 8.25 Rendering of the BiTreeCS binary tree and the NEcsNode node.
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// ========= preOrder =========
// Post: A preorder representation of this tree
// is sent to os.

template<class T>
void BiTreeCS<T>::preOrder(ostream &os) const {

_root->preOrder(os);
}

template<class T>
void MTcsNode<T>::preOrder(ostream &os) const {
}

template<class T>
void NEcsNode<T>::preOrder(ostream &os) const {

os << _data << ” ”;
_left->preOrder(os);
_right->preOrder(os);

}

Figure 8.26 Implementation of preOrder() for the BiTreeCS data structure.
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// ========= isEmpty =========
// Post: true is returned if this tree is empty;
// otherwise, false is returned.

template<class T>
bool BiTreeCS<T>::isEmpty() const {

return _root->isEmpty();
}

template<class T>
bool MTcsNode<T>::isEmpty() const {

return true;
}

template<class T>
bool NEcsNode<T>::isEmpty() const {

return false;
}

(a) The environment of a
binary tree.

_root

(b) The environment of an
empty node.

(c) The environment of a
nonempty node.

_data_left _right
40

Figure 8.27 Implementation of method isEmpty() for the ListCS data structure.
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// ========= left =========
// Pre: This tree is not empty.
// Post: A shared_ptr to the left child of this tree is returned.

template<class T>
shared_ptr<BiTreeCS<T>> BiTreeCS<T>::left() {

return _root->left();
};

template<class T>
shared_ptr<BiTreeCS<T>> MTcsNode<T>::left() {

cerr << ”left precondition violated: ”
<< ”An empty tree has has no left subtree.”
<< endl;

throw -1;
}

template<class T>
shared_ptr<BiTreeCS<T>> NEcsNode<T>::left() {

return _left;
}

Figure 8.28 Implementation of left() for the BiTreeCS data structure.
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// ========= numNodes =========
// Post: The number of nodes of this tree is returned.

template<class T>
int BiTreeCS<T>::numNodes() const {

return _root->numNodes();
}

template<class T>
int MTcsNode<T>::numNodes() const {

return 0;
}

template<class T>
int NEcsNode<T>::numNodes() const {

return 1 + _left->numNodes() + _right->numNodes();
}

50

_left->numNodes() _right->numNodes()

1

Figure 8.29 Implementation of numNodes() for the BiTreeCS data structure.
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// ========= max =========
// Pre: This tree is not empty.
// Post: The maximum element of this tree is returned.

template<class T>
T const &BiTreeCS<T>::max() const {

return _root->max();
}

template<class T>
T const &MTcsNode<T>::max() const {

cerr << ”max precondition violated: ”
<< ”An empty tree has no maximum.” << endl;

throw -1;
}

template<class T>
T const &NEcsNode<T>::max() const {

T const &leftMax = (_left->isEmpty()) ? _data : _left->max();
T const &rightMax = (_right->isEmpty()) ? _data : _right->max();
return (leftMax > rightMax) ?

((leftMax > _data) ? leftMax : _data) :
((rightMax > _data) ? rightMax: _data);

}

Figure 8.30 Implementation of max() for the BiTreeCS data structure.
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// ========= equals =========
// Post: true is returned if this tree equals tree rhs;
// otherwise, false is returned.
// Two trees are equal if they contain the same number
// of equal elements with the same shape.

template<class T>
bool BiTreeCS<T>::equals(BiTreeCS<T> const &rhs) const {

cerr << ”BiTreeCS<T>::equals: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

template<class T>
bool MTcsNode<T>::equals(BiTreeCS<T> const &rhs) const {

cerr << ”MTcsNode<T>::equals: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

template<class T>
bool NEcsNode<T>::equals(BiTreeCS<T> const &rhs) const {

cerr << ”NEcsNode<T>::equals: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

(a) The environment of a
binary tree.

_root

(b) The environment
of an empty node.

(c) The environment of a nonempty node.

_data_left _right
rhs rhsrhs

Figure 8.31 Signatures and specification of method equals() for the BiTreeCS
data structure.

language.
Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed

text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
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// ========= equals =========
template<class T>
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cerr << ”NEcsNode<T>::equals: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

(a) The environment of a
binary tree.

_root

(b) The environment
of an empty node.

(c) The environment of a nonempty node.

_data_left _right
rhs rhsrhs

Figure 8.31 Signatures and specification of method equals() for the BiTreeCS
data structure.

Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.
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text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.
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// ========= equals =========
// Post: true is returned if this tree equals tree rhs;
// otherwise, false is returned.
// Two trees are equal if they contain the same number
// of equal elements with the same shape.

template<class T>
bool BiTreeCS<T>::equals(const BiTreeCS<T> &rhs) const {

cerr << ”BiTreeCS<T>::equals: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

template<class T>
bool MTcsNode<T>::equals(const BiTreeCS<T> &rhs) const {

cerr << ”MTcsNode<T>::equals: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

template<class T>
bool NEcsNode<T>::equals(const BiTreeCS<T> &rhs) const {

cerr << ”NEcsNode<T>::equals: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

(a) The environment of a
binary tree.

_root

(b) The environment
of an empty node.

(c) The environment of a nonempty node.

_data_left _right
rhs rhsrhs

Figure 8.31 Signatures and specification of method equals() for the BiTreeCS
data structure.

text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
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// ========= equals =========
template<class T>
bool BiTreeCS<T>::equals(BiTreeCS<T> const &rhs) const {

cerr << ”BiTreeCS<T>::equals: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}
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text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.
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// ========= equals =========
template<class T>
bool BiTreeCS<T>::equals(BiTreeCS<T> const &rhs) const {

cerr << ”BiTreeCS<T>::equals: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}
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}
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}
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data structure.

Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.
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text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.
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// ========= equals =========
template<class T>
bool BiTreeCS<T>::equals(BiTreeCS<T> const &rhs) const {

cerr << ”BiTreeCS<T>::equals: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

template<class T>
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data structure.

Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.
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Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
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// ========= equals =========
// Post: true is returned if this tree equals tree rhs;
// otherwise, false is returned.
// Two trees are equal if they contain the same number
// of equal elements with the same shape.

template<class T>
bool BiTreeCS<T>::equals(const BiTreeCS<T> &rhs) const {

cerr << ”BiTreeCS<T>::equals: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

template<class T>
bool MTcsNode<T>::equals(const BiTreeCS<T> &rhs) const {

cerr << ”MTcsNode<T>::equals: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

template<class T>
bool NEcsNode<T>::equals(const BiTreeCS<T> &rhs) const {

cerr << ”NEcsNode<T>::equals: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

(a) The environment of a
binary tree.

_root

(b) The environment
of an empty node.

(c) The environment of a nonempty node.

_data_left _right
rhs rhsrhs

Figure 8.31 Signatures and specification of method equals() for the BiTreeCS
data structure.

text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
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// ========= equals =========
template<class T>
bool BiTreeCS<T>::equals(BiTreeCS<T> const &rhs) const {

cerr << ”BiTreeCS<T>::equals: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

template<class T>
bool MTcsNode<T>::equals(BiTreeCS<T> const &rhs) const {

cerr << ”MTcsNode<T>::equals: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

template<class T>
bool NEcsNode<T>::equals(BiTreeCS<T> const &rhs) const {

cerr << ”NEcsNode<T>::equals: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}
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Figure 8.31 Signatures and specification of method equals() for the BiTreeCS
data structure.
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// ========= equals =========
// Post: true is returned if this tree equals tree rhs;
// otherwise, false is returned.
// Two trees are equal if they contain the same number
// of equal elements with the same shape.

template<class T>
bool BiTreeCS<T>::equals(const BiTreeCS<T> &rhs) const {

cerr << ”BiTreeCS<T>::equals: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

template<class T>
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}
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}
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Figure 8.31 Signatures and specification of method equals() for the BiTreeCS
data structure.
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Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
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template<class T>
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throw -1;

}

template<class T>
bool MTcsNode<T>::equals(BiTreeCS<T> const &rhs) const {
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Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
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// --------- equalsHelper ---------
// Post: true is returned if root equals this->root(),
// left equals this->left(), and right equals this->right();
// otherwise, false is returned.

template<class T>
bool BiTreeCS<T>::equalsHelper(T const &data,

BiTreeCS<T> const &left, BiTreeCS<T> const &right) const {
cerr << ”BiTreeCS<T>::equalsHelper: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

template<class T>
bool MTcsNode<T>::equalsHelper(T const &,

BiTreeCS<T> const &, BiTreeCS<T> const &) const {
cerr << ”MTcsNode<T>::equalsHelper: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

template<class T>
bool NEcsNode<T>::equalsHelper(T const &data,

BiTreeCS<T> const &left, BiTreeCS<T> const &right) const {
cerr << ”NEcsNode<T>::equalsHelper: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

(a) The environment of a
binary tree.

_root

(b) The environment
of an empty node.

data_data_left _right

left right

data

left right

(c) The environment of a nonempty node.

Figure 8.32 Signatures and specification of method equalsHelper() for the
BiTreeCS data structure. Implementation is left as an exercise.

text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
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// --------- equalsHelper ---------
template<class T>
bool BiTreeCS<T>::equalsHelper(T const &data,

BiTreeCS<T> const &left, BiTreeCS<T> const &right) const {
cerr << ”BiTreeCS<T>::equalsHelper: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

template<class T>
bool MTcsNode<T>::equalsHelper(T const &,

BiTreeCS<T> const &, BiTreeCS<T> const &) const {
cerr << ”MTcsNode<T>::equalsHelper: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

template<class T>
bool NEcsNode<T>::equalsHelper(T const &data,

BiTreeCS<T> const &left, BiTreeCS<T> const &right) const {
cerr << ”NEcsNode<T>::equalsHelper: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

(a) The environment of a
binary tree.

_root

(b) The environment
of an empty node.

data_data_left _right

left right

data

left right

(c) The environment of a nonempty node.

Figure 8.32 Signatures and specification of method equalsHelper() for the
BiTreeCS data structure. Implementation is left as an exercise.

text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Construction and insertion
Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed text
will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
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// --------- equalsHelper ---------
// Post: true is returned if root equals this->root(),
// left equals this->left(), and right equals this->right();
// otherwise, false is returned.

template<class T>
bool BiTreeCS<T>::equalsHelper(T const &data,

const BiTreeCS<T> &left, const BiTreeCS<T> &right) const {
cerr << ”BiTreeCS<T>::equalsHelper: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

template<class T>
bool MTcsNode<T>::equalsHelper(T const &,

const BiTreeCS<T> &, const BiTreeCS<T> &) const {
cerr << ”MTcsNode<T>::equalsHelper: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

template<class T>
bool NEcsNode<T>::equalsHelper(T const &data,

const BiTreeCS<T> &left, const BiTreeCS<T> &right) const {
cerr << ”NEcsNode<T>::equalsHelper: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

(a) The environment of a
binary tree.

_root

(b) The environment
of an empty node.

data_data_left _right

left right

data

left right

(c) The environment of a nonempty node.

Figure 8.32 Signatures  and  specification  of  method equalsHelper() for  the
BiTreeCS data structure. Implementation is left as an exercise.

“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
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// --------- equalsHelper ---------
template<class T>
bool BiTreeCS<T>::equalsHelper(T const &data,

BiTreeCS<T> const &left, BiTreeCS<T> const &right) const {
cerr << ”BiTreeCS<T>::equalsHelper: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

template<class T>
bool MTcsNode<T>::equalsHelper(T const &,

BiTreeCS<T> const &, BiTreeCS<T> const &) const {
cerr << ”MTcsNode<T>::equalsHelper: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

template<class T>
bool NEcsNode<T>::equalsHelper(T const &data,

BiTreeCS<T> const &left, BiTreeCS<T> const &right) const {
cerr << ”NEcsNode<T>::equalsHelper: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

(a) The environment of a
binary tree.

_root

(b) The environment
of an empty node.

data_data_left _right

left right

data

left right

(c) The environment of a nonempty node.

Figure 8.32 Signatures and specification of method equalsHelper() for the
BiTreeCS data structure. Implementation is left as an exercise.

text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Construction and insertion
Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed text
will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
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// --------- equalsHelper ---------
template<class T>
bool BiTreeCS<T>::equalsHelper(T const &data,

BiTreeCS<T> const &left, BiTreeCS<T> const &right) const {
cerr << ”BiTreeCS<T>::equalsHelper: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

template<class T>
bool MTcsNode<T>::equalsHelper(T const &,

BiTreeCS<T> const &, BiTreeCS<T> const &) const {
cerr << ”MTcsNode<T>::equalsHelper: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

template<class T>
bool NEcsNode<T>::equalsHelper(T const &data,

BiTreeCS<T> const &left, BiTreeCS<T> const &right) const {
cerr << ”NEcsNode<T>::equalsHelper: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

(a) The environment of a
binary tree.

_root

(b) The environment
of an empty node.

data_data_left _right

left right

data

left right

(c) The environment of a nonempty node.

Figure 8.32 Signatures and specification of method equalsHelper() for the
BiTreeCS data structure. Implementation is left as an exercise.

text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Construction and insertion
Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed text
will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
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// --------- equalsHelper ---------
// Post: true is returned if root equals this->root(),
// left equals this->left(), and right equals this->right();
// otherwise, false is returned.

template<class T>
bool BiTreeCS<T>::equalsHelper(T const &data,

const BiTreeCS<T> &left, const BiTreeCS<T> &right) const {
cerr << ”BiTreeCS<T>::equalsHelper: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

template<class T>
bool MTcsNode<T>::equalsHelper(T const &,

const BiTreeCS<T> &, const BiTreeCS<T> &) const {
cerr << ”MTcsNode<T>::equalsHelper: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

template<class T>
bool NEcsNode<T>::equalsHelper(T const &data,

const BiTreeCS<T> &left, const BiTreeCS<T> &right) const {
cerr << ”NEcsNode<T>::equalsHelper: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

(a) The environment of a
binary tree.

_root

(b) The environment
of an empty node.

data_data_left _right

left right

data

left right

(c) The environment of a nonempty node.

Figure 8.32 Signatures  and  specification  of  method equalsHelper() for  the
BiTreeCS data structure. Implementation is left as an exercise.
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about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
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// --------- equalsHelper ---------
template<class T>
bool BiTreeCS<T>::equalsHelper(T const &data,

BiTreeCS<T> const &left, BiTreeCS<T> const &right) const {
cerr << ”BiTreeCS<T>::equalsHelper: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

template<class T>
bool MTcsNode<T>::equalsHelper(T const &,

BiTreeCS<T> const &, BiTreeCS<T> const &) const {
cerr << ”MTcsNode<T>::equalsHelper: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

template<class T>
bool NEcsNode<T>::equalsHelper(T const &data,

BiTreeCS<T> const &left, BiTreeCS<T> const &right) const {
cerr << ”NEcsNode<T>::equalsHelper: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

(a) The environment of a
binary tree.

_root

(b) The environment
of an empty node.

data_data_left _right

left right

data

left right

(c) The environment of a nonempty node.

Figure 8.32 Signatures and specification of method equalsHelper() for the
BiTreeCS data structure. Implementation is left as an exercise.

text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Construction and insertion
Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed text
will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
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// --------- equalsHelper ---------
template<class T>
bool BiTreeCS<T>::equalsHelper(T const &data,

BiTreeCS<T> const &left, BiTreeCS<T> const &right) const {
cerr << ”BiTreeCS<T>::equalsHelper: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

template<class T>
bool MTcsNode<T>::equalsHelper(T const &,

BiTreeCS<T> const &, BiTreeCS<T> const &) const {
cerr << ”MTcsNode<T>::equalsHelper: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

template<class T>
bool NEcsNode<T>::equalsHelper(T const &data,

BiTreeCS<T> const &left, BiTreeCS<T> const &right) const {
cerr << ”NEcsNode<T>::equalsHelper: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

(a) The environment of a
binary tree.

_root

(b) The environment
of an empty node.

data_data_left _right

left right

data

left right

(c) The environment of a nonempty node.

Figure 8.32 Signatures and specification of method equalsHelper() for the
BiTreeCS data structure. Implementation is left as an exercise.

text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Construction and insertion
Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed text
will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
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// --------- equalsHelper ---------
// Post: true is returned if root equals this->root(),
// left equals this->left(), and right equals this->right();
// otherwise, false is returned.

template<class T>
bool BiTreeCS<T>::equalsHelper(T const &data,

const BiTreeCS<T> &left, const BiTreeCS<T> &right) const {
cerr << ”BiTreeCS<T>::equalsHelper: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

template<class T>
bool MTcsNode<T>::equalsHelper(T const &,

const BiTreeCS<T> &, const BiTreeCS<T> &) const {
cerr << ”MTcsNode<T>::equalsHelper: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

template<class T>
bool NEcsNode<T>::equalsHelper(T const &data,

const BiTreeCS<T> &left, const BiTreeCS<T> &right) const {
cerr << ”NEcsNode<T>::equalsHelper: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

(a) The environment of a
binary tree.

_root

(b) The environment
of an empty node.

data_data_left _right

left right

data

left right

(c) The environment of a nonempty node.

Figure 8.32 Signatures  and  specification  of  method equalsHelper() for  the
BiTreeCS data structure. Implementation is left as an exercise.

“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
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// --------- equalsHelper ---------
template<class T>
bool BiTreeCS<T>::equalsHelper(T const &data,

BiTreeCS<T> const &left, BiTreeCS<T> const &right) const {
cerr << ”BiTreeCS<T>::equalsHelper: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

template<class T>
bool MTcsNode<T>::equalsHelper(T const &,

BiTreeCS<T> const &, BiTreeCS<T> const &) const {
cerr << ”MTcsNode<T>::equalsHelper: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

template<class T>
bool NEcsNode<T>::equalsHelper(T const &data,

BiTreeCS<T> const &left, BiTreeCS<T> const &right) const {
cerr << ”NEcsNode<T>::equalsHelper: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

(a) The environment of a
binary tree.

_root

(b) The environment
of an empty node.

data_data_left _right

left right

data

left right

(c) The environment of a nonempty node.

Figure 8.32 Signatures and specification of method equalsHelper() for the
BiTreeCS data structure. Implementation is left as an exercise.

text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Construction and insertion
Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed text
will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
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Two constructors for BiTreeCS
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// ========= Constructors =========
template<class T>
BiTreeCS<T>::BiTreeCS():

_root(new MTcsNode<T>()) {
}

// Post: _root points to node with no allocation.
template<class T>
BiTreeCS<T>::BiTreeCS(shared_ptr<AcsNode<T>> node):

_root(node) {
}

Empty node

The empty tree created
by BiTreeCS().

Figure 8.33 Constructors for the BiTreeCS data structure.

text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
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// Post: _data is data.
template<class T>
NEcsNode<T>::NEcsNode(T const &data):

_left(make_shared<BiTreeCS<T>>()),
_data(data),
_right(make_shared<BiTreeCS<T>>()) {

}

// Post: _left->_root and _right->_root point to leftNode
// and rightNode, and _data is data.
template<class T>
NEcsNode<T>::NEcsNode(shared_ptr<AcsNode<T>> leftNode,

T data,
shared_ptr<AcsNode<T>> rightNode):

NEcsNode(data) {
_left->_root = leftNode;
_right->_root = rightNode;

}

// Post: _left is rhs->_left, _data is rhs->_data,
// and _right is rhs->_right.
template<class T>
NEcsNode<T>::NEcsNode(shared_ptr<const NEcsNode<T>> rhs):

_left(rhs->_left),
_data(rhs->_data),
_right(rhs->_right) {

}

Figure 8.34 Constructors for NEcsNode for the BiTreeCS data structure.

about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
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// Post: _data is data.
template<class T>
NEcsNode<T>::NEcsNode(T const &data):

_left(make_shared<BiTreeCS<T>>()),
_data(data),
_right(make_shared<BiTreeCS<T>>()) {

}

// Post: _left->_root and _right->_root point to leftNode
// and rightNode, and _data is data.
template<class T>
NEcsNode<T>::NEcsNode(shared_ptr<AcsNode<T>> leftNode,

T data,
shared_ptr<AcsNode<T>> rightNode):

NEcsNode(data) {
_left->_root = leftNode;
_right->_root = rightNode;

}

// Post: _left is rhs->_left, _data is rhs->_data,
// and _right is rhs->_right.
template<class T>
NEcsNode<T>::NEcsNode(shared_ptr<const NEcsNode<T>> rhs):

_left(rhs->_left),
_data(rhs->_data),
_right(rhs->_right) {

}

Figure 8.34 Constructors for NEcsNode for the BiTreeCS data structure.

about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
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// Post: _data is data.
template<class T>
NEcsNode<T>::NEcsNode(T const &data):

_left(make_shared<BiTreeCS<T>>()),
_data(data),
_right(make_shared<BiTreeCS<T>>()) {

}

// Post: _left->_root and _right->_root point to leftNode
// and rightNode, and _data is data.
template<class T>
NEcsNode<T>::NEcsNode(shared_ptr<AcsNode<T>> leftNode,

T data,
shared_ptr<AcsNode<T>> rightNode):

NEcsNode(data) {
_left->_root = leftNode;
_right->_root = rightNode;

}

// Post: _left is rhs->_left, _data is rhs->_data,
// and _right is rhs->_right.
template<class T>
NEcsNode<T>::NEcsNode(shared_ptr<const NEcsNode<T>> rhs):

_left(rhs->_left),
_data(rhs->_data),
_right(rhs->_right) {

}

Figure 8.34 Constructors for NEcsNode for the BiTreeCS data structure.

about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
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// ========= insertRoot =========
// Pre: This tree is empty.
// Post: This tree has one root node containing data.

template<class T>
void BiTreeCS<T>::insertRoot(T const &data) {

_root->insertRoot(*this, data);
}

template<class T>
void MTcsNode<T>::insertRoot(BiTreeCS<T> &owner, T const &data) {

owner._root.reset(new NEcsNode<T>(data));
}

template<class T>
void NEcsNode<T>::insertRoot(BiTreeCS<T> &, T const &) {

cerr << ”insertRoot precondition violated: ”
<< ”Cannot insert root into a non empty tree” << endl;

throw -1;
}

(a) Initial tree.

Empty node

myTree

(b) myTree.insertRoot(80);

80

myTree

Empty node Empty node

Figure 8.35 Implementation of insertRoot() for the BiTreeCS data structure.

text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Destruction and removal
Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed text
will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
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// ========= insertRoot =========
template<class T>
void BiTreeCS<T>::insertRoot(T const &data) {

_root->insertRoot(*this, data);
}

template<class T>
void MTcsNode<T>::insertRoot(BiTreeCS<T> &owner, T const &data) {

owner._root = new NEcsNode<T>(data);
delete this;

}

template<class T>
void NEcsNode<T>::insertRoot(BiTreeCS<T> &owner, T const &data) {

cerr << ”insertRoot precondition violated:”
<< ”Cannot insert root into a nonempty tree”
<< endl;

throw -1;
}

(a) Initial tree.

Empty node

myTree

(b) myTree.insertRoot(80);

80

myTree

Empty node Empty node

Figure 8.35 Implementation of insertRoot() for the BiTreeCS data structure.

text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
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// ========= setLeftSubTree =========
// Pre: This tree is not empty.
// Post: The left subtree of this tree is replaced by newLeft.

template<class T>
void BiTreeCS<T>::setLeftSubTree(shared_ptr<BiTreeCS<T>> newLeft) {

_root->setLeftSubTree(*this, newLeft);
}

template<class T>
void MTcsNode<T>::setLeftSubTree(BiTreeCS<T>&,

shared_ptr<BiTreeCS<T>> ) {
cerr << ”setLeftSubTree precondition violated: ”

<< ”An empty list has no left subtree.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

template<class T>
void NEcsNode<T>::setLeftSubTree(BiTreeCS<T> &owner,

shared_ptr<BiTreeCS<T>> newLeft) {
_left = newLeft;

}
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(a) Initial trees.
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(b) myTree.setLeftSubTree(yourTree);
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Figure 8.36 Implementation of setLeftSubtree() for the BiTreeCS data struc-
ture.

language.
Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed

text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.
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about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.
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// ========= operator= =========
// Post: A deep copy of rhs is returned.

template<class T>
BiTreeCS<T> &BiTreeCS<T>::operator=(BiTreeCS<T> const &rhs) {

if (this != &rhs) { // In case someone writes myTree = myTree;
_root = copyRoot(rhs);

}
return *this;

}

// ========= copyRoot =========
// Post: A deep copy of the root of rhs is returned.

template<class T>
shared_ptr<AcsNode<T>> BiTreeCS<T>::copyRoot(BiTreeCS<T> const &rhs) {

return rhs._root->copyRoot();
}

template<class T>
shared_ptr<AcsNode<T>> MTcsNode<T>::copyRoot() {

return shared_ptr<MTcsNode<T>>(new MTcsNode<T>());
}

template<class T>
shared_ptr<AcsNode<T>> NEcsNode<T>::copyRoot() {

return shared_ptr<NEcsNode<T>>(new NEcsNode<T>(
_left->_root->copyRoot(),
_data,
_right->_root->copyRoot()));

}

(a) Initial trees.
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Figure 8.37 Implementation of operator=() and copyRoot() for the
BiTreeCS data structure.
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// ========= operator= =========
template<class T>
BiTreeCS<T> &BiTreeCS<T>::operator=(const BiTreeCS<T> &rhs) {

if (this != &rhs) { // In case someone writes myTree = myTree;
delete _root;
_root = copyRoot(rhs);

}
return *this;

}

// ========= copyRoot =========
template<class T>
AcsNode<T> *BiTreeCS<T>::copyRoot(const BiTreeCS<T> &rhs) {

return rhs._root->copyRoot();
}

template<class T>
AcsNode<T> *MTcsNode<T>::copyRoot() {

return new MTcsNode<T>();
}

template<class T>
AcsNode<T> *NEcsNode<T>::copyRoot() {

return new NEcsNode<T>(
_left._root->copyRoot(), _data, _right._root->copyRoot());

}

(a) Initial trees.
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Figure 8.37 Implementation  of operator=() and copyRoot() for  the
BiTreeCS data structure.

language.
Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed

text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
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// ========= clear =========
// Post: This tree is cleared to the empty tree.

template<class T>
void BiTreeCS<T>::clear() {

cerr << ”BiTreeCS<T>::clear: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

template<class T>
void MTcsNode<T>::clear(BiTreeCS<T> &) {

cerr << ”MTcsNode<T>::clear: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

template<class T>
void NEcsNode<T>::clear(BiTreeCS<T> &owner) {

cerr << ”NEcsNode<T>::clear: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

(a) Original.

owner

(b) Change owner.

owner

Empty node

(c) Automatic garbage collection.

owner

Empty node

Figure 8.39 The clear() operation for the BiTreeCS data structure. The execu-
tion snapshots are in the environment of the nonempty node.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.
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language.
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“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
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// ========= clear =========
template<class T>
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language.
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// ========= clear =========
template<class T>
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language.
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text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
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(a) Original.
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(b) Link owner.
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(c) Automatic garbage collection
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Figure 8.40 Action of the remRoot() operation for the BiTreeCS data structure.
The execution snapshots are in the environment of the nonempty node.

text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

8.3 The Composite State Visitor Pattern
Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed text
will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

First subsection
Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed text
will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
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